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In the hot strip rolling process, accurate prediction of bending force can improve the control accuracy of the strip flatness and
further improve the quality of the strip. In this paper, based on the production data of 1300 pieces of strip collected from a hot
rolling factory, a series of bending force predictionmodels based on an extreme learning machine (ELM) are proposed. To acquire
the optimal model, the parameter settings of the models were investigated, including hidden layer nodes, activation function,
population size, crossover probability, and hidden layer structure. Four models are established, one hidden layer ELM model, an
optimized ELM model (GAELM) by genetic algorithm (GA), an optimized ELM model (SGELM) by hybrid simulated annealing
(SA) and GA, and two-hidden layer optimized ELM model (SGITELM) optimized by SA and GA. 0e prediction performance is
evaluated from the mean absolute error (MAE), root-mean-squared error (RMSE), and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE).
0e results show that the SGITELM has the highest prediction accuracy in the four models. 0e RMSE of the proposed SGITELM
is 11.2678 kN, and 98.72% of the prediction data have an absolute error of less than 25 kN. 0is indicates that the proposed
SGITELM with strong learning ability and generalization performance can be well applied to hot rolling production.

1. Introduction

In hot strip rolling (HSR) process, the product quality of the
strip is mainly contributed by dimensional accuracy, me-
chanical properties, and surface properties. Here, the di-
mensional accuracy of the strip requires two important
indicators: strip thickness and surface profile [1].0e surface
profile of the strip is defined as the difference of thickness
between the center and a point of 40mm from the edge of
the strip, or in other words, this is the difference of thickness
across the width of the strip [2]. 0ere are many factors that
affect the surface profile of the strip, which are mainly related
to the roller, strip, and rolling conditions in the HSR process
[3].

0e hydraulic bending roll control is one of the main
methods for hot strip profile control. By applying a certain
bending force on the work roll, the strip profile can be
improved. 0e schematic diagram of the hydraulic roll

bending technique is shown in Figure 1. 0e hydraulic roll
gap control device can be used as the actuator of the leveling
operation. How to set the appropriate bending force, which
can affect the strip head and tail end walking behavior and
strip profile, is the urgent problem to be solved. 0erefore,
the prediction accuracy of the roll bending force directly
affects the strip profile control accuracy. 0e prediction
accuracy is high, which is beneficial to the closed-loop
feedback control of bending force. In the actual production
process, the bending force is calculated according to the
requirements of temperature, thickness, width, rolling force,
material, roll thermal expansion, roll wear, and target profile
[4].

Generally, the initial value setting of bending force is
very complicated and is a multivariable optimization
problem. At the same time, the adjustment of bending force
needs to be calculated according to the strip profile at the
exit. Some rolling parameters related to the bending force
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model have the characteristics of nonlinearity, strong cou-
pling, large detection error, etc. 0erefore, the mathematical
model established by the traditional theory has the disad-
vantages of slow response speed and low control accuracy in
production practice. All these problems seriously restrict the
further improvement of strip profile control accuracy. With
the continuous improvement of rolling speed, the rolling
process control system should be improved to adapt to the
changes of the rolling process and the improvement of
product requirements. 0erefore, the high-precision pre-
diction method of rolling process based on industrial big
data has attracted attention [5].

Artificial neural network (ANN) is the earliest and most
widely used data-driven method. ANN has been widely used
in the field of metallurgy and materials because of its ability
of parallel information processing, function approximation,
self-learning, self-adaptation, and fault tolerance [6–8]. In
the HSR process, ANNwas proposed to predict the roll force
[9–12], the strip profile and flatness [2, 13–15], and me-
chanical properties [16–18]. With the continuous develop-
ment of ANN prediction in HSR, more application
backgrounds have been continuously developed. For the first
time, Wang et al. [4] have established an ANN model to
predict the bending force of strip. To improve the perfor-
mance of themodel, it has also been optimized with a genetic
algorithm (GA) and a GA-ANNmodel with good prediction
performance has been obtained.

0e ANN method improves the performance of pre-
diction to a certain extent; there are still some problems,
such as the slow learning speed of the algorithm for training
models and the difficulty of adjusting numerous parameters.
0erefore, the new machine learning algorithm is applied to
various prediction problems in the rolling field. Huang et al.
[19] proposed a new learning algorithm called extreme
learning machine (ELM), the single-hidden layer feedfor-
ward neural networks (SLFNs), which randomly chose the
input weights and determined the output weights of SLFNs
by least-squares solution. Compared with the traditional
gradient-based approaches, the ELM has a significantly
faster learning speed and presents better generalization

performance. ELM has been widely used in metallurgy and
metal processing fields, such as the mechanical properties of
hot rolling products [20], rolling force prediction in HSR
[21], silicon content prediction [22], alumina concentration
detection [23], gas utilization ratio prediction in blast fur-
nace [24], and tool fault diagnosis in numerical control
machines [25].

In this paper, ELM is first applied to predict the bending
force of the strip in HSR. Furthermore, three improved
ELM-based models are developed to realize the high pre-
cision and high stability prediction of bending force. Section
2 introduces the theory and optimization strategies of the
ELM model. Section 3 shows the experimental data, pre-
diction results, and discussion. Finally, the conclusion is
drawn in Section 4.

2. ELM-Based Methods

2.1. ELM. 0e basic theory of the ELMmodel states that, for
N arbitrary distinct samples (xi, ti), where
xi � [xi1, xi2, . . . , xin]T ∈ Rn and ti � [ti1, ti2, . . . ,

tim]T ∈ Rm are the model input and the target data, standard
SLFNs with N hidden layer nodes and an activation function
g(x) are mathematically described as follows:



N

i�1
βig wi · xj + bi  � oj, j � 1, . . . , N, (1)

where wi � [wi1, wi2, . . . , win]T is the weight vector con-
necting the ith hidden node and the input nodes,
βi � [βi1, βi2, . . . , βim]T is the weight vector connecting the
ith hidden node and the output nodes,
oi � [oi1, oi2, . . . , oim]T is the model output, and bi are the
bias parameters of the ith hidden node. wi · xj denotes the
inner product of wi and xj. 0e wi and bi parameters can be
randomly assigned if the activation function is infinitely
differentiable, so only the β parameters need to be optimized
when minimizing the mean squared error between the
model output and the target data. In detail, the standard
SLFNs with N hidden nodes with activation function g(x)

can approximate these N samples with zero error means that


N
i�1 ‖oi − ti‖ � 0. 0erefore, in the ELM approach, training

an SLFN is equivalent to simply finding the least-squares
solution of the linear system, which can be written com-
pactly as follows:

Hβ � T, (2)

where the hidden layer output matrix H is

H �

g w1 · x1 + b1(  . . . g wN · x1 + bN 

⋮ . . . ⋮

g w1 · xN + b1(  . . . g wN · xN + bN 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

N×N

, (3)

the output weight matrix β and the target data matrix T are
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Rolling load

Figure 1: 0e schematic diagram of hydraulic roll bending
technique.
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(4)

Algebraically, the linear system for β is solved via the
Moore–Penrose generalized inverse H− 1.

β � H
− 1

T. (5)

0e principle which distinguishes ELM from the tra-
ditional neural network methodology is that the parameters
of the feedforward networks (input weights and hidden layer
biases) are not required to be tuned in the former. 0e
studies of Tamura and Tateishi [26] and Huang et al. [27]
showed in their works that the SLFNs with randomly chosen
input weights efficiently learn distinct training examples
with a minimum error. After randomly choosing the input
weights and the hidden layer biases, SLFNs can be simply
considered as a linear system.0e output weights which link
the hidden layer to the output layer of this linear system can
now be analytically determined through a simple generalized
inverse operation of the hidden layer output matrices. 0is
simplified approach makes the ELM model many times
faster than that of ANN [27]. Figure 2 shows the basic
schematic topological structure of an ELM network.

2.2. ELM Optimization by GA (GAELM). Because the ini-
tialization of the weights and biases is randomly assigned in
the ELM algorithm, it will not lead to the optimal state of the
network during the training process.0erefore, in this study,
we introduce the GA algorithm to optimize the weights and
biases of the ELM network. GA is a parallel random search
optimization method based on the natural genetic mecha-
nism and natural selection theory in the biological world,
and it is very suitable for complex nonlinear optimization
problems [28]. 0e GA selects, crosses, and mutates the
operator according to a random initial set of solutions and
iteratively generates new solutions. After a certain number of
algebras, a global optimal solution is obtained.

0e select operator means selecting individuals with a
strong vitality in the group. 0e roulette wheel selection
method is adopted, and which formula is as follows:

Pi �
Fi


N
i�1 Fi

, (6)

where Fi is the fitness value of ith individual and N is the
number of population.

0e cross operation in GA is that two pairs of chro-
mosomes (individuals) are exchanged with each other in
some way. 0e cross operation of the node Ak of the kth
chromosome and the node Al of the lth chromosome at the j
position is as follows:

Akj � Akj(1 − η) + Aljη,

Alj � Alj(1 − η) + Akjη,
(7)

where η is a random number between 0 and 1. Cross op-
eration is shown in Figure 3.

0e mutate operation is achieved by flopping the ran-
domly selected bits (see Figure 4), and themutate probability
pm is usually small. 0e selection of an individual in a
population is carried out by the evaluation of its fitness, and
it can remain in the new generation if a certain threshold of
fitness is reached. 0e Individuals with higher fitness are
more likely to reproduce. Mutation operations are as
follows:

Aij � Aij + Aij − Amax ∗f(g), r1 ≥ 0.5 ,

Aij � Aij + Amin − Aij ∗f(g), r1 < 0.5 ,

f(g) � r2 ∗ 1 −
G

Gmax
 

2

,

(8)

where Amax is the upper bound of Aij; Amin is the lower
bound of Aij; G is the current iteration time; Gmax is the
maximum time of evolution; and r1 andr2 are the random
number between 0 and 1. 0e overall algorithm process for
optimizing ELM by using GA is shown in Figure 5.

2.3. GAwith SimulatedAnnealing (SAGA). In the early stage
of traditional GA, the individual difference is large. When
the classic roulette method was used, the number of new
individuals is proportional to the fitness of the original
individuals. New individuals are easily flooded to the whole
population, which causes early maturity. In the later stage,
the fitness tends to be consistent, and the superior indi-
viduals do not have obvious advantages when they produce
new individuals, which stops the evolution of the whole
population [29]. 0erefore, it is necessary to properly stretch
the fitness. 0e simulated annealing (SA) algorithm pro-
posed by Metropolis can realize the stretching of the fitness
function [30]. In this study, SA was used to optimize the
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Figure 2: 0e basic schematic topological structure of an ELM
network.
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selection process of GA. 0e SA algorithm mainly includes
the Metropolis criterion, that is, the probability of accepting
the new solution of SA. As for the optimization problem of
taking the minimum value for the objective function, the
probability that the SA accepts the new solution is as follows:

p x⇒x′(  �

1, f x′( <f(x),

exp −
f x′(  − f(x)

T
 , f x′( ≧f(x),

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)
where x represents the current solution; x′ represents the
new solution; f(x) represents the objective function value of
the current solution; f(x′) represents the objective function
value of the new solution; and T represents temperature.

2.4. An Improved Multilayer ELM. Already in 1997, the
results of Tamura and Tateishi showed that with the increase
of network layer, the prediction accuracy will become higher
and higher, and the number of hidden layer nodes will
decrease greatly [26]. Qu et al. [31] proposed a two-layer
ELM (TELM) neural network. 0e structure of the TELM is
composed of an input layer, two-hidden layers, and an
output layer, and the neurons between the layers are all
connected. 0e TELM still retains some of the advantages of
the ELM, such as strong generalization ability, fast operation
speed, and very little chance of falling into overfitting. 0e
principle of the TELM is as follows:

Randomly generate the first hidden layer input matrix
weights W and biases B. 0e first hidden layer input parameter
matrix is defined as WIE � [BW]. And the augmented matrix

of the input matrix is defined as XE � [1X]T. Calculating the
output matrix of the first hidden layer as

H1 � g WIEXE( . (10)

0e output weights matrix between the first hidden layer
and the final output layer according to the traditional ELM
are calculated as

β � H
− 1
1 T. (11)

0e expected output matrix of the second hidden layer is
calculated as

H2 � Tβ− 1
. (12)

0e augmented matrix of the first hidden layer output
matrix HE � [1H1] is constructed and the second hidden
layer input parameters matrix is calculated as

W12 � g
− 1

H2( H
− 1
E . (13)

0e output matrix of the second hidden layer is calcu-
lated as

H2 � g W12HE( . (14)

0e output weight matrix between the second hidden
layer and the final output layer is calculated as

βnew � H
− 1
2 T. (15)

0e final output of the network is

f(x) � g W12 1g WIEXE(   ( βnew, (16)

where the superscript − 1 represents the Moore–Penrose
generalized inverse operation; g− 1 represents the inverse
function of g. 0e basic schematic topological structure of a
TELM network is shown in Figure 6.

To get a more stable prediction output and better
generalization performance, we calculate the output weight
matrix β of TELM by considering the following three cases:

If the number of training samples is more than the
number of hidden layer nodes, then

β �
I

λ
+ H

T
H 

− 1
H

T
T. (17)

If the number of training samples is less than the number
of hidden layer nodes, then

β � H
T I

λ
+ HH

T
 

− 1
T. (18)

If the number of training samples is equal to the number
of hidden layer nodes, then

β � H
− 1

T, (19)

where λ is a uniformly distributed random number between
0 and 1 [32]. And this method is named as improved TELM
(ITELM).

Based on these tasks, we optimized the ITELM network
further by using the SAGA algorithm. We call it the

1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1

1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

Parent gene pair Before crossover 

After crossoverChild gene pair

Figure 3: Diagram of crossover at a random crossover point in GA.

1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1

Original gene Before mutation

After mutationNew gene

Figure 4: Schematic representation of mutation at a single site by
flipping a randomly selected bit.
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SGITELM algorithm.0e flow chart of SGITELM algorithm
is shown in Figure 7.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

3.1.Data andProcessing. In this paper, the final stand rolling
data of a 1580mm HSR process in a steel factory are col-
lected for experiments. 0e input variables used for the
proposed prediction model of bending force are entrance
temperature (°C), entrance thickness (mm), exit thickness
(mm), strip width (mm), rolling force (kN), rolling speed
(m/s), roll shifting (mm), yield strength (MPa), and target

profile (μm).0e output variable of the model is the bending
force (kN). A total of 1300 pieces of steel data are employed
in the experiments, and the dataset is divided into the
following two subsets: training set (70%) and testing set
(30%).0e training dataset is used in determining the model
structure and selecting training parameters. In this paper,
the testing dataset is used as an unseen validation dataset to
verify the model performance. 0e fractal dimension visu-
alization diagram of the collected dataset is shown in Fig-
ure 8. Clearly, the input data vary considerably in different
dimensions. Table 1 shows the data distributions for each
input variable. To eliminate the difference between the
numbers of different dimensional data, avoid the prediction
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Figure 5: 0e flow chart for optimizing ELM by using GA.
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error increase because of the big difference between input
and output data and update the weights and biases con-
veniently in the modeling process. It is necessary to scale the
data to a small interval in a certain proportion. Normali-
zation is required prior to data entry into the model [33].0e
following formula is used to normalize the data:

yi
′ �

yi − ymin

ymax − ymin
, (20)

where yi
′, yi, ymin, and ymax are the normalized data, original

data, maximal data, and minimal data, respectively.

3.2. Evaluation Criteria. Complete assessment of model
performance is carried out by calculating the mean absolute
error (MAE), root-mean-squared error (RMSE), and mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) on the testing dataset.
0e formulas of the three evaluation criteria are described as
follows:

MAE �


n
i�1 xi − yi




n
,

RMSE �

������������


n
i�1 xi − yi( 

2

n



,

MAPE �


n
i�1 xi − yi


/yi 

n
∗ 100,

(21)

where n denotes the number of sample data and yi and xi are
themeasured value and the predicted value of the ith sample.

3.3.Determining theBestConfiguration forELM. ELM can fit
nonlinear complex functions well, mainly because the ac-
tivation function is used in the hidden layer. 0e activation
function plays an important role in learning the model and
understanding the very complex and nonlinear relation-
ships. It can learn complex arbitrary function mappings that
represent nonlinearities between input and output. For the
commonly used activation functions “Radbas,” “sin,” “sig-
moid,” “Hardlim,” and “Tribas,” this paper tests their impact
on the performance of the prediction model. 0e formulas
for these activation functions are as follows:

Radbas(x) � e
− (x/2)

,

sin(x) �
e

ix
− e

− ix

2i
,

sigmoid(x) �
1

1 + e
− x,

Hardlim(x) �

1, x≥ 0,

0, x< 0,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Tribas(x) �
1 − |x|, − 1≤ x≤ 1,

0, otherwise.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(22)

Besides the activation function, the number of hidden
layer nodes also plays a crucial role in the accuracy and
generalization ability of the model. If there are too many
hidden layer nodes, it will inevitably cause some initial node
units to be invalid or redundant, which will greatly affect the
generalization ability of the model. If the node is set too
small, the accuracy of the model will be affected. We must
reasonably control the number of nodes to reduce the
generation of redundant nodes and ensure the prediction
accuracy of the model. 0e results in Table 2 fully reflect the
RMSE of activation functions and the number of hidden
layer nodes of the ELM algorithm. Table 2 shows that the
RMSE value corresponding to the “sigmoid” activation
function is always the smallest in the case of the same
number of hidden layer nodes. Table 2 also shows that when
“sigmoid” is used as the activation function, the RMSE
decreases first and then increases with the increase of the
number of hidden layer nodes, which is consistent with the
previous description. Although the RMSE of activation
functions “Radbas,” “Hardlim,” and “Tribas” are still de-
creasing with the increase of the number of nodes, they are
always larger than the RMSE of activation function “Sig-
moid” when the number of hidden layer nodes is 90. For the
three activation functions, when the number of hidden layer
nodes is large enough, there may be a relatively small RMSE,
but the increase of the number of hidden layer nodes means
the increase of model complexity. 0erefore, “sigmoid” is
finally proposed as the activation function and 90 is the
number of hidden layer nodes.

Table 1: 0e input parameters and values.

Parameter Unit Mean Range of value
Entrance temperature °C 1035.2 988.0505–1082.8000
Entrance thickness mm 2.4751 2.3827–2.5782
Exit thickness mm 2.2979 2.2374–2.3494
Strip width mm 1252 1248.9–1259.0
Rolling force kN 8941.623 7465.211–10590
Rolling speed m/s 8.6995 8.6558–8.7362
Roll shifting mm 96.42 93.13–102.63
Yield strength MPa 456.7339 433.7365–482.0241
Target profile μm 65.6 61.7–69.3
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3.4. ELM Optimized by SAGA. Among the SAGA param-
eters that must be determined, population size and crossover
probability are discussed in this section. Large population
size may lead to slow convergence speed, while a small
population size can involve a local optimum point. Cross-
over probability is employed to determine if two individuals
must be crossed or not. With the results shown in Table 3,
the population size of 10 generates the lowest RMSE of
12.3072. 0e effect of crossover probability from 0.4 to 0.9 at
intervals of 0.1 is listed in Table 4, and the optimal crossover
probability is 0.7. Based on the results of the extensive and
complex experiments carried out above, a convincing ELM
model optimized by SAGA (SGELM) is finally established,
and the parameters of each variable are listed in Table 5.

Figure 9 shows the optimization procedures of the al-
gorithms including GAELM and SGELM. It can be observed
that the fitness curve of GAELM completely converges after
the 60th iteration, while the fitness curve of SGELM just
starts to converge from the 86th iteration. However, it can
also be observed that the final fitness value of SGELM is
better than that of GAELM. It indicates that, although the
convergence rate of SGELM is slow, the solution quality of
SGELM is better than that of GAELM.

3.5. Determining the Best Configuration for TELM. 0e
number of nodes in each hidden layer plays an important
role in the capacity of TELM, and there is no accepted theory
to determine it. In this study, the activation function with
“sigmoid” is determined first and the number of nodes in
each of the two hidden layers is set to be the same [32]. Based
on the results shown in Table 6, a TELM with the hidden
layer structure 40-40 has the lowest RMSE of 12.9550.

3.6. Comparison with Different ELM-Based Methods. 0e
prediction results of ELM, GAELM, SGELM, SGITELM, and
real bending force values are shown in Figure 10. For better
visualization, only the predicted values for the 40 samples in
the testing dataset are shown. As can be seen from Figure 10,
the bending force values predicted by the four ELM-based
models are relatively close to the measured bending force
values. It shows that the four ELM-based models can be
applied to the prediction of bending force in HSR. In ad-
dition, among the four models, ELM has relatively poor
prediction performance, because its prediction value is
farthest from the measured value.

0e prediction performance of the ELM, GAELM,
SGELM, and SGITELM is represented by the scatter plot, as
shown in Figure 11. 0e color scale is used to grade the

absolute error; as the color goes from red to blue, the ab-
solute error increases from 0 to 25 kN and the pink spot
symbols indicate an error of over 25 kN. For higher pro-
duction requirements, the absolute error between the pre-
dicted and measured bending force is expected to be less
than 25 kN. 0erefore, the more pink spots the model has,
the worse the prediction performance the model has. In
Figure 11, the predicted values are evenly distributed on both
sides of the diagonal line symmetrically. Among them, ELM
has the largest number of pink spots and the SGITELM has
the least number of pink spots; 98.72% of the absolute errors
of SGITELM prediction results are less than 25 kN. It also

Table 2: 0e RMSE of different activation functions and node number combinations of ELM.

Activation function
Number of hidden layer node

10 40 80 90 100 140 180
Radbas 55.2617 19.0126 16.1132 15.8309 15.6568 15.2251 15.1812
Sin 55.2617 14.4886 13.9327 13.7969 13.9768 14.0701 14.4754
Sigmoid 55.2617 13.8739 13.7326 13.2417 13.7331 14.0202 14.3876
Hardlim 55.2617 23.6476 19.4240 18.5305 18.6029 17.5579 17.3333
Tribas 55.2617 24.0597 18.6536 18.1056 17.7518 17.1867 16.6234

Table 3: Effect of population size of SAGA.

Population size RMSE
5 12.5720
8 12.3347
10 12.3072
13 12.3791
17 12.3343
25 12.4006
35 12.3805

Table 4: Effect of crossover probability of SAGA.

Crossover probability RMSE
0.4 12.4726
0.5 12.5295
0.6 12.2501
0.7 12.0482
0.8 12.4107
0.9 12.5453

Table 5: Final parameters setting of SGELM.

Parameters of SGELM Value
Number of input layer nodes 9
Number of hidden layer nodes 90
Number of output layer nodes 1
Activation function Sigmoid
Population size 10
Selection probability 0.7
Crossover probability 0.7
Mutation probability 0.01
Cooling rate 0.8
Initial temperature 100
Final temperature 1
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Figure 9: 0e curve of average fitness change.

Table 6: Effect of hidden layer structure of TELM.

Structure of hidden layers RMSE
10-10 15.0758
30-30 13.0411
40-40 12.9550
50-50 12.9851
80-80 13.0522
120-120 13.2239
180-180 13.7523
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Figure 10: Comparison of predicted values of the proposed methods with the real measured values.
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shows that the prediction performance is improved after the
model is optimized.

Reasonable error distributions of the model are of great
significance to analyze the feasibility of the model. Figure 12
is the histograms and distribution curves of the errors from
the ELM, GAELM, SGELM, and SGITELM. 0e error
distribution curves have a bell shape of normal distribution,
which indicates that the prediction errors of all models are
normal distribution. SGITELM performs relatively well, and
their normal distribution curves are higher and narrower
with the smallest standard deviation σ, which indicates that
more prediction values with smaller errors are obtained.
0ese results further prove the superiority of the prediction
performance of the SGITELM algorithm.

Figure 13 shows the boxplot for the relative error results
of the proposed methods. In general, the relative error re-
flects the deviation between the predicted value and the
measured value, which better reflects the reliability of the

prediction performance than the absolute error. 0e boxplot
represents the degree of spread for the relative error with its
respective quartile. SGITELM has the least outliers and the
smallest quartile, which indicates that SGITELM has ad-
vantages over other bending force prediction methods.

To evaluate the prediction accuracy of these ELM-based
methods more intuitively, the results of the three evaluation
criteria are given in Figure 14. 0e results show that the
accuracy ranking results of the four models under MAE,
MAPE, and RMSE are the same; the evaluation criteria in
ascending order is ELM>GAELM> SGELM> SGITELM.
0e proposed SGITELM has the best prediction perfor-
mance, and the MAE, MAPE, and RMSE of SGITELM are
9.0893, 1.1433%, and 11.2678, respectively. 0ese results
fully prove that the proposed SGITELM is more suitable for
bending force prediction of the hot strip than traditional
ELM methods because of its higher prediction accuracy and
better generalization performance.
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Figure 11: Scatter plot of prediction values for the proposed methods.
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4. Conclusion

In this paper, four ELM-based methods to predict the
bending force were proposed. A total of 1300 pieces of steel
data were collected to train and test the models. Values of
hidden layer nodes, activation functions, and hidden layer
structure of ELM were separately tested to determine the
structure of ELM. 0e prediction performance of ELM,
GAELM, SGELM, and SGITELM was evaluated, and the
prediction accuracy was compared with the three criteria of
MAE, MAPE, and RMSE. 0e prediction accuracy of the
ELM-based methods can be significantly influenced by
different hidden nodes, activation functions, parameter
settings of SAGA, and the hidden structure of the TELM.
0e improved SGITELM is the most recommended method,
which has the highest prediction accuracy and the best
generalization performance and can be recommended for
bending force prediction in hot strip rolling. ELM-based
methods can work well for bending force prediction in hot
strip rolling. It is also recognized that if ELM-based methods
are introduced into other predictions in the hot rolling
industry, more production benefits and economic benefits
may be obtained.
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